Robust and Reliable Message
Storage From Anywhere
IBM Global High Availability Mailbox
from CoEnterprise
No matter what industry you operate in, modern businesses
are under constant pressure to sustain operations around the
clock, and operate without interruption. This new reality also
necessitates the ability to exchange and restore a variety of
business documents on the go and in real-time. IBM Global High
Availability Mailbox provides a robust and reliable way to access
that message data at any time from wherever you need to be.

IBM Global High Availability Mailbox:

Optimize Your File Transfers

• Purpose built multi-data center mailbox architecture

Even with Managed File Transfer solutions, there is still

• Geographically distributed for maximum accessibility

a dependency on the availability of both the sender and

• Eliminates the need for custom solutions, database

receiver’s B2B platforms to make the file exchange successful.

replication, or other approaches
• Delivers a consistent view so you know exactly where your
files are

As a result, a potential gap still exists in preventing the
successful transfer of a file, especially a business critical one.
With IBM’s Global High Availability Mailbox capabilities on
both sender and receiver B2B platforms, you can close the

Access Your Data 24/7
As an extension to IBM Sterling B2B Integrator or Sterling

availability gap by ensuring both ends of a point-to-point file
transfer are operating in a highly available mode.

File Gateway, Global Mailbox provides data storage across
geographically distributed locations. This data is then routed
to the nearest available server, and replicated quickly across
data centers so that the data is always available. You can also
deploy an active/passive disaster recovery architecture that
can react to critical failures in near real-time to minimize the
impact to operations.

Why CoEnterprise?
As an IBM Platinum Business Partner and IBM B2B Partner
of the Year award-winner four of the last five years, we have
solidified our reputation in the field and are trusted by some
of the world’s top organizations to solve complex business
problems. Our team works in direct collaboration with IBM
product management, giving you access to the top providers

A Consistent View of Your Data, Every Time

of B2B software and best practices/training available in the

IBM Global Mailbox allows you to specify which trading

world. For more information, visit www.coenterprise.com.

partner data is geographically distributed in addition to
configurable capabilities to decide when this replication
happens, ensuring data always exists in at least two places.
It provides a consistent view across all data centers and
ensures that you have access to the data without interruption
to the business or manual intervention by the administrator.
www.coenterprise.com

